This article considers an assertion that is found twice in the Rasāʾil Ikhwān al-Ṣafāʾ1 in almost identical formulations. The first one runs as follows:
Here, Aristotle's examples for the continuum in the Categories are reported exactly,5 but number and speech are given as examples of discrete quantities in Categories 4b22-3. In the Aristotelian corpus, on the other hand, motion is considered mainly as being continuous.6
Aristotle's arguments in the Physics7 may be summarized as follows. Conti nuous motion is considered to exist before all other movements;8 it is local motion9-circular, perpetual, and without interruption.10 Rectilinear motion cannot be continuous.11 A continuous motion must be unified (μία) in that it must be produced by a single agent, in a single moving thing,12 which is a dimensional magnitude. The agent itself must be either in motion or motionless.13 An agent that is itself in motion cannot cause a continuous movement because it changes; for continuous movement a motionless agent is needed.14 I have already formulated the hypothesis that the Ikhwān al-Ṣafāʾ departed from Aristotle in their definition of motion as 'discrete' because they were influenced by the ṭafra (leap) theory of Ibrāhīm al-Naẓẓām (d. 220-30/835-45) , which is concerned with covering a distance made up of an infinite number of parts.15
The Ikhwān define the discrete only with relation to sounds:
Sounds are divided from the standpoint of quantity [al-kammiya] into two species, continuous and discrete, the latter being16 those where there is a perceptible pause between attacks. (Epistle 5, 194, 8)17 7 The only preserved translation of the Physics is by Isḥāq ibn Ḥunayn, and it was the outcome of the study of Aristotle's work in the Baghdadi school of Yaḥyā ibn ʿAdī (d. 363/974) and his pupil Abū ʿAlī ibn al-Samḥ (d. 418/1027). The work has been edited by ʿAbdurrahman Badawī; see also Giannakis, Philoponus in the Arabic tradition of Aristotle's Physics (I am indebted to Damien Janos for this reference). Some of the notes preserved in this edition belong to Yaḥyā ibn ʿAdī, but, following Gerhard Endress, Paul Lettinck thinks that they are introduced by his full name, whereas when "Yaḥyā" alone is mentioned, this refers instead to the commentary of John Philoponos (Yaḥyā al-Naḥwī, John the Grammarian). In the final analysis, only some comments on the fourth book should be ascribed to Yaḥyā ibn ʿAdī. Cf. Lettinck, Aristotle's Physics 4 and 33, and Giannakis, Yaḥyā ibn ʿAdī against John Philoponos 247. 8 VIII.7.260a23; VIII.8.265a13; VIII.9.265b17. 9 VIII.7.260b6, 264b9, 262a13; 264b1; 
